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About This Content

Ultimate Night Environment X is a comprehensive texture package that features over 300 new night textures that greatly
enhance the lighting of all cities and towns throughout the world in FSX: Steam Edition. Cities, towns, and airports worldwide

come alive at night with enhanced and detailed night textures.

Best of all, frame rate friendly! Therefore, you can rest assured that it will not affect performance in any way.

Features:

Over 300+ new night textures bring all cities and towns throughout the world to life.

New added lighting to buildings in Europe and Africa that had no lighting before.

Enhanced night lighting for Highways, Freeways and Roadways.

Enhanced night lighting for vehicles and traffic

Enhanced night lighting for auto-gen buildings around the world

Frame rate friendly.
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Fun game, has a lot of defense towers. You can use different strategies to achieve the victory.. Battles don't work, The control
scheme is terrible, can't even play this game.. I wasted seven hours of my life on this stupid pseudo-game.

...

NO REGRETS

HUE/10 wuold into farm Germoney agian. I can see what the devs were aiming for, with this, but they missed. The controls are
clumsy, the mechanics are unintuitive and poorly explained, and the game is in bad need of a real tutorial. I love any game
where you can design your own spaceships, but I found the outcome to rarely ever be satisfying.

Ships never seem to do what you want them to, for one thing. I spent an hour building a fleet of gun corvettes, sent them into
enemy space, and watched half of them die without ever firing a shot. I would assign units to system defense, only to watch
them ignore enemies and fly off to far-flung regions of space to orbit empty planets. I would tell units to return to base to
resupply, to have them (strangely) fly back and forth between two planets, and refuse new orders. One time, a bunch of ships
decided to forgo FTL, and fly between two stars the long way.

Macromanagement in this game is just flat out awful, when it works at all. I wouldn't mind that, so much, if they were going for
a turn-based thing, because I would have time to tell each ship exactly what I wanted them to do, but since theyre going for
REAL-TIME, you need those tools to work right. About the only thing that seemed to work well, was the transport ships moving
supplies around, but since I could never figure out how to make my planets populations grow, I wasn't able to do much with that.
Then, right before I quit, I noticed a bunch of my transports that HAD been doing fine all game were just hanging out around
my capital like they had given up, or something.

Anyways, from what I hear the devs abandoned this game to make a sequel, so I don't see any reason why someone would ever
want to pick this up, again. It is broken and always will be, and a newer version exists (though I don't know if I would risk
buying it, after seeing this). The only reason I played this in 2019, was because it had been sitting in my library for years, and I
was bored.

Oh, and it's buggy all over and crashes a lot.. I think that is a decent tower defence game. Reason why I got is because of two
key features

1) I am a fan of tower defence I mean who isnt?
2) This game weapons and enemies are not OP which is awesome

I bought this game for one reason mainly because Steam Policy says you need to buy "$5" min to enable to send a friend
request.
I think that they should change.

May container spoilers in my opinion

 This game has heros you get to only choose one at a time to battle along side with you in the tower defence. There are three in
all. I think that this feature is awesome in my opinion
note: The vehicles in the game are so hard until I relised that you need to have the lightning tower that owns them

This is a good game
. short but cool :). not playable.. Guilty pleasure. Coolio! Best Tennis game.
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The idea of the game is good, but the controls have something wrong, you can really shoot at the height you really want, you
cant roll/jump to go farther. If you don't bother if this things that is basic at others game, give a try. I already quit.

. The clumsy graphics actually make it more difficult than normal hidden object games ;D. this game... has... Impossible
difficulty.
and
this game... has... an achievement:
Finish the game on Impossible difficulty.

I've finished it, yay xd
Recommended <3 (y). Still loving this game. Can't wait to see what else Screaming Villains has in store.... I missed these old
FVM b-movies! :). If you're looking at this game and thinking if it will be any good, you should first think of how bad it could
be for a dollar
If you're looking for an answer to that question, not at all!

This little game doesn't have big aspirations or big demandings, it doesn't try to be what it's not, it's just a classic humble retro
shoot-em up, and it does an amazing job at being that.
The mechanics are simple, the gameplay is fun and addictive, it has that retro element that makes you say "Screw it, i'll go at it
one more time" two minutes after ragequitting out of frustration.

If you ever played River Raid on an Atari and loved it, you'll surely love this one aswell
Challenging, fun, addictive, and hell, you can buy this after selling few trading cards.

Also, a small warning, after long sessions, personally, i had some issues with my vision, i saw stuff warping on my desk, me
being tired probably also contributed, there's also an option to desaturate the game.. This game is amazing! It is easy to tell a lot
of effort went in to it. The puzzles are challenging in the sense that it made my mindset shift perspective to solve them
sometimes. I think that's pretty freaking cool. I also like the atmosphere the music created. It kept me on my toes. If you are on
the fence about whether or not to get this game, I say get it. It is worth it. It's not expensive and due to all the different endings
you can get hours upon hours of gameplay out of it. This, however, is only my opinion.
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